
The Empire Report - Saturday, May 20, 2023 - Race Analysis

RACE 1 - (2) ETHAN T HANOVER looked like he might be ready to turn things around after a rough
patch but his last couple of starts have really just been "meh" - he catches a very shaky field tonight, and
this is the type of spot where Bartlett frequently can just "steal" one...not a lot of value at that 8/5 ML price,
though. (5) WILLY WALTON has become seriously unpredictable, with an assortment of total clunkers
sprinkled in - IF the "good" version shows up tonight, he can be dangerous here...but it's hard to guess with
him lately. (4) HAT TRICK MARLEAU has struggled through a tough year, with way too many "duds" so
far - he's another that would be a threat here if he gets a wake up call. (1) DROP THE MIC always showed
ability but based on his limited number of starts each year, he clearly has some issues - started off 2023
with a couple of promising Pocono tries, but he ships in tonight off a break in his last - add him to the list of
question marks in tonight's opener. (7) LIMERENCE found a soft spot at Fhd. last week and was able to
wire the field- moves up in class and draws Post 7 for his YR return, however (3) BIG CHARLIE MORAN
had to re-qualify after three consecutive breaks and his trainer will drive tonight - we'll just observe, for
now. (6) CAMDEN HILLS just seems overmatched, at the moment.

RACE 2 - (3) SOMESWEETSOMEWHERE finished just behind main rival (4) HUNTRESS in a few
recent starts but looked very good ALMOST beating the sharp KELE KELE last week - draws inside her
main foe here, and we'll see if that's enough to get her over the top. (4) HUNTRESS was a literal winning
machine at one time, taking 21 of her first 28 starts (at 2 and 3) - she's remained sharp since returning at 4,
but has just one win this year compared to FIVE second places finishes...maybe that trend continues
tonight? (1) ON THE MONEY GB is hard to gauge off her last as that race was more like a qualifier (2
contenders broke at the start, and NO horse moved until the final turn) - hard to say if she's as good as the
top pair, but we should get a clearer picture after tonight. (2) CATIE FAYE HANOVER is just 1 for 52 over
the past 2 years bit does usually finish well enough for a small piece - she should appreciate that this is a 5
horse field! (5) CLEAR THE WAY is another that will likely be settling for minor spoils tonight

RACE 3 - (1) SHOWMEMAGIC was pretty ordinary in her 11 two year old starts but looked much
improved to start off her 3YO campaign - landed in a new barn after a couple of wins at The Meadows and
raced well last week in NJ, finishing a close 4th after missing a month - drops right back in the box, draws
the pole, and we'll go with her on top in her Hilltop debut. (3) CHEESEY LADY benefited from a ground
saving trip last week but still made up a lot of ground to end up a close 3rd - has been solid in all of her
local starts, and looks like a good fit with these - possibility. (6) TEAM COLORS lost all chance last week
after a miscue before the start - the talent IS there to be a threat with these IF she behaves, so give her at
least a look if the price is good enough tonight. (4) SUMMER FLAME worked a bit for the lead last week,
stole a very easy middle half but still couldn't finish the job - willing to use underneath. (5) DINNER AND
DANCING has shown that she's a good fit with these but has been away for 25 days after a sick scratch -
leaning towards others for the bigger prizes this week. (2) PEMBROKE SOUTHIE sat an easy trip last
week but still couldn't kick home with the top two - seems a notch below here. (7) ROLL WITH SHORTY
was empty last week, draws Post 7 and is 1 for 50 to start her career

RACE 4 - (1) IM THE MUSCLE becomes a very tough horse when he hits the lead but he doesn't always
have the early speed to do so - he steps up in class off last week's blowout score and while he does lose
Bartlett, Holland can certainly get him to the top from this spot- solid chance to repeat. (3) JULA MUSCLE
PACK is capable of big miles (especially at this level) but he's also highly inconsistent - he's just 1 for 15
locally over the past 2 years, and figures to be well backed tonight...definitely a bit risky on top. (2) SWISS
HOUSE ON FIRE was a steady 4th last start racing off a bad date - should be in line for a good trip here,
and may find a way to land somewhere on the ticket. (7) LUCKY WEEKEND is winless in 8 YR starts this
year but hit board in 6 of them - will need some trip luck from out here, but he definitely has a chance to
outperform his 15-1 ML price. (4) FULL RIGHTS has been a little in-and-out lately but he's another with a
chance at a small share if things go his way. (6) UP HELLY AA ended up with a perfect trip in a weak field
and was finally able to pick up his first local victory - he MAY build some confidence off that win, but this
is a much tougher spot and he may struggle a bit tonight. (5) BAZILLIONAIRE was able to pick up a rare
win 2 back (at the bottom level) but was no factor at all in his last - prefer others



RACE 5 - (1) GOT SEXY SCARS disappointed in her 2 starts here earlier this year but since she went on
the shelf right after that, perhaps she was just off, in general - has looked good in a few out of town starts
since returning, and finds a pretty soft spot as she tries her luck at Yonkers once again - willing to give her
another chance. (2) HP XANADU was no factor last week but did turn in a much better than expected
effort the week before - if she can bounce back to THAT mile, she may be able to add some value here. (5)
PAIGES GIRL landed in a very soft spot last week and was able to cash in with her first victory of the
season - she can probably go very well with these too, but insist on a decent price if using her on top. (3)
CORSINI A used to have a hard time winning races here but she did win 2 of 3 YR starts earlier this year -
draws well for her local return, and can be in the hunt with a live trip. (7) DANCE CLUB raced very well
in a pair of recent PA starts....making it hard to figure out why she was no factor at all in her 4 LOCAL tries
this year - would be willing to give her a look IF the price gets really juicy. (4) NIGHT TIME DEAL was
able to race pretty well for 3rd last week, helped by an easy trip - her overall form this year has been less
than stellar, though, and she's probably looking at only a smaller piece tonight. (6) SIRI BLUE CHIP has
been pretty ordinary since the recent barn change - needs to up her game to be any kind of serious player
tonight. (8) ANNE BONNEY N used a quick start to grab 2nd at a good price last week but now has to deal
with Post 8, and the loss of Kakaley

RACE 6 - (2) HIGH FASHION STAR really put it all together last week when she launched a big first over
rush and was able to collar the 1/5 COALFORDSNSHINE GB, and win going away - she actually ADDS
Lasix for tonight, and we'll stay on board his team. (5) COALFORDSNSHINE GB was sent off at 1/5 last
week, crawled through easy fractions but was still no match at all for the top choice - the price will be a lot
better if you think she can bounce back and reverse that decision tonight. (3) FROMAKINGTOAQ UEEN
finished right behind the top pair in her local debut and is eligible to improve tonight - we'll see if she's able
to threaten either/both making her 2nd start for her new barn (and 2md time Lasix). (1) B ON THE HUNT
definitely has ability, but has only one start since 4/17 (thanks to a pair of recent scratches) - not nearly as
concerned about her trainer doing the driving as about her current fitness level! (4) FRONDE UR was a
dull 4th making her first start off the 8 month layoff - may still need another start or two before we see her
best. (6) ODDS ON DELTA may be a little cheap, and also draws worst for her local debut

RACE 7 - Makeshift field that has THREE mares taking on 4 boys, youngsters facing older foes and one
razor sharp horse that gets in by being "eligible at time of entry"! (3) ROCK DIAMONDS N was just road
tested from Post 8 on 4/4 in his first start for the Super Siblings (off 2 months) but hasn't lost since, winning
three straight (really FOUR straight, if you count the "no contest" race he won on 4/25) - he sneaks in here
by still being eligible at the time he was entered, and somebody will need to come up pretty big to knock
him off tonight. (4) SAMHARA N may be the one with the best chance to upend the top choice - the import
has started to find some much better form at PcD lately, and ships in off a career best 1:50 victory - we'll
see if he's up to the task. (5) BUCHANNON HANOVER takes on older after a nice rallying 2nd in a NW6
field last week - may be able to handle the others. (2) AINT HE SPECIAL has been regressing in all 3
starts since the recent claim - maybe the good draw and class drop can help turn in a more competitive
effort this week? (6) FLIP THE SCRIPT is one of the 3 mares in here and she would have had a much
better chance for a good piece had she not drawn so poorly - not sure she'll be able to get into play from this
spot. (1) VELOCITY MCSWEETS took a month off and re-qualified (twice) for a new barn - she'll look a
lot more appealing NEXT week...when she'll likely be facing mares, in NW5000. (7) CHELSKI will be
hard pressed to have much say from out here.

RACE 8 - (3) GEMOLOGIST is used to having success against much better fields than this one, and
should enjoy both the class and post relief he's getting for tonight - look for an aggressive try...with a solid
chance to end up in the winner's circle. (4) BARRY BLACK is also getting both class and post relief, and
he's another that figures to come alive in a big way here....could be the main danger. (1) MEMO has been
good lately, has speed and the rail and his last 2 starts with Kakaley resulted in close 2nds - should be a
close up player from start to finish. (5) VINNY DE VIE was pretty disappointing here 2 back but did make
amends with last week's methodical first over win over cheaper - he's definitely a streaky horse and he's
capable of beating much better when "100%"....but we still like a few others ahead of him right now. (2)
DOUBLE DEALING was terrible in his local debut, a good 3rd the next week and an "ok" 2nd in his last -
Smith knows him well, and a small piece is definitely within reach. (7) STARLIT RAMBO just hasn't been
sharp enough in most of his local starts this year and now draws outside several sharp contenders - just not



a great spot. (6) TORKIL draws poorly while up in class and feels like an outsider in this spot. (8)
MUFASA AS throws some big miles when in the right mood....but seems unlikely to be much of a threat
from out here

RACE 9 - (4) BACK TO HICKSVILLE may be worth a stab tonight - he was hammered down to even
money making his first career start last week but lost action on the final turn and never recovered - clearly
he's better than his line shows, and the price will be a lot better here...we'll see if he can bounce back with a
better effort against this beatable group. (7) HURRIKANE LADY LOU raced well the 3X she wasn't in
some sort of stake race (including a 2nd and a 3rd here at Yonkers) - might have been the top choice had
she drawn inside, but still worth considering from out here, as long as the price is decent. (8) IM SO GROO
VY saved every inch of ground last week, shook free in the lane and had the only fresh legs in the latter
stages, pacing on by to the mild upset - she MAY be able to win again, but she'll be a shorter price from a
bad post, and it would be hard to back her with any real confidence tonight. (3) MORE PLEASE hails from
top connections but keeps coming up a bit short in her Pocono starts - hard to NOT use her in exotics, but
looking at others for the top slot. (5) PINE BUSH MAGA sat a nice trip last week but came up short when
called upon in the lane - willing to include underneath, hoping for another good trip. (6) EA AUDIT shows
a mixed bag of tries this year but her local debut (last week) wasn't good enough - we'll see if she can
improve a bit, and at last grab a small share. (1) PARTY LOUNGE just didn't function in her local debut -
she's surely capable of a lot better, but we'll wait to see a better effort before hopping on board. (2) FINAL
STING feels like she may be on the cheaper side - we should learn more after tonight

RACE 10 - (2) DRACO S is a fresh import for our leading barn and he shows a pair of useful qualifiers -
he catches a blankish field for his U.S. debut, and we'll jump on his team right out off the bat. (5) BIZET
had been going through a rough patch before coming up with a much better effort last week (hard fought
2nd to VINNY DE VIE, off a sick scratch) - would have been the choice tonight if not for the newcomer.
(1) BY A HOFF HANOVER is 0 for 19 at Yonkers (and 1 for 47 overall, for the past 2 years!) but he has
speed from the rail, and wasn't bad last week - ok to include underneath. (7) BLUEBIRD JESSE has just
been way too sluggish in most of his recent starts but this is a softer spot, and he may be able to at least
contend for a small piece. (4) EMPEREURTHEBEST N came within a hair of picking up his first Yonkers
win 2 back but tired badly in the lane after putting in a good bid last week - maybe an easier trip could help
land a share of this? (3) MATT SO SURE trotted evenly for 4th last time but his 19-0-0-3 YR slate doesn't
inspire too much confidence. (6) CRAZY ABOUT PAT is still banging heads at 13 and only needs about
$31K more to reach the million dollar mark - don't think he'll get much of that tonight, though. (8)
WICKENBURGH fell off form at the end of March and has struggled ever since - brutal spot for tonight

RACE 11 - Very tough finale! (7) SHOTGUN PERSUASION seems to be shipping in sharper than when
she was last seen here back in March - draws poorly, but may be worth a stab in a race where it's hard to get
too excited about any of the players. (4) MISS QUALITY (late for Lasix last week) makes her local debut
off a pair of Monti victories - this team does very well upstate, and it would really be no surprise to see this
mare succeed here too. (8) ASHTINI will be coming from way out of it but IF things just fall apart up front,
she's a bomb that would at least have a chance to light up the tote board. (1) BROOKDALE JESSIE is
winless over the last two years....but does pick up some decent pieces and may be able to do that tonight.
(2) THUNDRA has always been camera shy and never one to take at a short price - she IS capable of
beating these, however, and worth considering as long as the price is worthwhile. (6) BETTORSHIGHLIG
HT N woke up out of the blue with a decent 2nd last week - she's not known for her consistency, however.
(5) ALWAYS BE TRUE is no better or worse than any of the others - she has a chance if things go her way,
but that 5/2 ML price makes her pretty unappealing from a wagering standpoint. (3) BETTING HANNAH
was dismal last week in her first start for a new barn


